Doctors
Go Digital
A new fintech partnership gives doctors
instant pay for extra shifts and can cut the
NHS locum bill by £1.7 billion a year

DOCTORS GO DIGITAL

Tackling Covid-19 is the toughest
battle the NHS has faced in its 70year history, stretching already tight
staff and financial resources to near
breaking point at a critical time for
one of the world’s largest employers.

However, a new digital partnership has
developed solutions that enable the NHS to
cover staff shortages more efficiently, provide
on-demand pay for doctors working additional
locum shifts and can potentially reduce the
NHS annual agency bill for temporary staff by
up to £1.73 billion.
The new partnership is between Earnd whose
on-demand pay model is revolutionising the
way wages are paid - and Locum’s Nest, whose
innovative cloud-based platform enables NHS
Trusts to anticipate and cover staff shortages
more efficiently. It allows them to draw on
medical staff across NHS staff banks rather
than relying on costly
agencies to provide locum cover.

£1.73 bn
Potential NHS agency
cost savings from
using Locum’s
Nest
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Earnd is part of Greensill, the leading
global provider of working capital
finance for businesses and people.
Its mission is to make finance fairer
for both businesses and people.
Earnd’s expertise in on-demand pay combined with the expertise
of Locum’s Nest in NHS staffing solutions has created an
integrated and unique package of benefits for the NHS. These
include enabling doctors doing locum shifts to complete online
timesheets and access pay within minutes rather than having to
wait as long as 60 days to be paid, reducing a major element of
stress at the end of an exhausting shift.
The Locum’s Nest award-winning platform enables NHS Trusts
to easily match shift vacancies with the most appropriate
available clinical staff, which helps provide better patient care.
The software-as-a-service model, together with both partners’
ability to seamlessly integrate with existing NHS staff and payroll
systems, is a ground-breaking approach.
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Locum’s Nest founders, Dr Ahmed Shahrabani
and Dr Nicholas Andreou (both NHS-trained
doctors) say their cloud-based platform is
significantly more competitive and far more
efficient than the traditional NHS practice of
booking locums via agencies who charge a fee
based on percentage of total shift cost.
The NHS currently pays £2.4 billion* a year to
agencies to provide locum cover. On-demand
pay makes booking these shifts even more
attractive to clinicians, reducing the need
for agency bookings. According to a study**
undertaken by KSS Academic Health Science
Network, an official NHS body, using Locum’s
Nest solutions creates the potential to cut the
agency bill by 72% - this could save the NHS as
much as £1.73 billon a year as doctors and NHS
trusts remove agencies from the equation.

£2.4 bn
Paid by NHS to agencies
for locum support
*According to information obtained by
the Open University under the Freedom
of Information Act.
**This figure is extrapolated from
independent analysis by the Kent,
Surrey and Sussex Academic Health
Science Network. It is based on total
NHS England agency spend on locums
of £2.4 billion last year and on the
premise that using Locum’s Nest will
reduce the cost to the NHS by 72%.

Together, Locum’s
Nest and Earnd
represent a dynamic
new entrepreneurial
force with a shared
commitment to
working together for
the greater good of
the NHS.
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Earnd, which was founded
by fintech entrepreneurs
Josh Vernon and Serge
Kotlyarov, provides
employers with on-demand
pay solutions that enable
employees to access
earnings immediately
instead of having to wait for
the normal pay cycle.
“Our research shows that NHS staff use overtime, bank and locum shifts
to pay down debt, save for a specific financial goal, invest or even treat
themselves,” says Earnd chief executive Josh Vernon. “Having to wait up
to 60 days to get paid causes unnecessary and often detrimental financial
strain – regardless of how much you earn. Access to on-demand pay is
therefore a right and not a privilege.”
Uniquely, Earnd, which normally charges a small fee to employers for its
services, has pledged to provide its on-demand pay services free of charge
to the NHS and all NHS employees forever.
Vernon says on-demand pay delivers additional benefits including lower
recruitment costs as people with money worries are twice as likely to seek
a new job. Making earnings available on demand gives employees greater
control over their finances, enabling them to align pay with expenses. This
reduces stress, making it easier for people to focus at work. Happier and
more engaged staff equals better patient care.
Earnd and Locum’s Nest are both focused on making life less stressful for
NHS workers and helping the NHS to manage resources more efficiently.
Their partnership is an example of the joined-up digital transformation that
the UK government is keen to emulate across the NHS.
The strain Covid placed upon NHS resources has made greater
interoperability of systems and processes essential. Health Secretary Matt
Hancock says Covid ushered in an unprecedented uptake of technology in
healthcare and he is keen for even more digital transformation.
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Earnd and Locum’s Nest are in the vanguard of companies that have
developed software solutions that integrate seamlessly with existing
NHS systems. Earnd allows employers to connect their time tracking
and payroll systems to its tech platform. This allows NHS workers to
accurately track and access their pay on a shift-by-shift basis.
Locum’s Nest was NHS-centred from the start as Shahrabani and
Andreou drew on their front-line experiences as junior doctors to
create an app that addresses major inefficiencies and frustrations
in the way the NHS has historically filled locum shifts and
processed payments.
Locum’s Nest uses a digital timesheet which can be
completed and uploaded in seconds and tracked in realtime, making the system accountable and transparent
while minimising the risk of fraud. It also incorporates
several other features such as a digital passport,
enabling staff to upload CV, professional registration
data and other ID information which enables them to
move between NHS trusts more easily.
By contrast, many current NHS processes are oldfashioned, paper-based and inefficient, says Shahrabani.
“After a long shift you have to find a timesheet tucked away
in a cubby hole, sign it, find someone to counter sign it, slide it
under a manager’s door and hope the cleaner doesn’t put it in the
waste basket. A second manager has to sign it before the porter takes
it to payroll who copy and paste it into a spreadsheet … it’s exhausting.”

114,000
Clinical staff will
have access to
the app

The user-friendly Locum’s Nest app with its integrated on-demand pay facility
supported by Earnd, is now being rolled out across 30 NHS trusts, making it available
to 114,000 clinical staff. As well as being used to cover hospital shifts, the app is being
used by around 200 GP practices.
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Using Locum’s Nest, doctors can search
for locum shifts by location, shift, grade
and specialism and book up to six months
in advance. NHS Trusts have demonstrated
that using Locum’s Nest can increase
the percentage of vacant shifts filed by
locums from an average of just 24% to as
high as 95%.
Chris Hopson, chief executive of NHS Providers,
an organisation focused on improving delivery
of care, says the key benefit of Locum’s Nest
is “how they have facilitated and supported
collaboration between neighbouring trusts,
significantly increasing the staff bank pool…making
neighbouring shifts more visible and removing
practical barriers to staff moving between
organisations.”

Up to 95%
of vacant shifts could
be filled by using
Locum’s Nest

With the NHS running short of 10,000 doctors even
before Covid-19 struck, the Locum’s Nest platform
proved its worth by helping fill critical shifts
during the height of the outbreak. App downloads
increased by more than 100% at the peak of
the pandemic and Locum’s Nest introduced a
Covid Workforce Intelligence Navigation tool that
triangulated critical data on infection cases, vacant
shifts and available doctors to efficiently match
medics with shifts.
Interoperability is of major importance to both
partners. Andreou says that interoperability is
about unifying and binding the strengths from each
partner to generate synergy far greater than the
sum of individual parts.
Locum’s Nest is among a group of ethical
technology providers to the NHS that have united
under the ‘We Pledge’ banner. They are committing
to upholding four pledges: to deliver interoperability
solutions fairly and equitably;
not to charge the NHS for access to each other’s
systems; to put customer choice first; and to
bridge all technology capability gaps wherever
possible.
Earnd and Locum’s Nest are among a small band of
digital disruptors with a proven ability to respond
in an agile way to NHS needs and to deploy
interoperable solutions to tight timelines. Both are
committed to helping the NHS respond to critical
resource challenges, not just during the pandemic
but in the future when shortages are forecast to

By deploying their
intelligent digital solutions
in a collaborative
partnership, the NHS can
use its most precious
resource – its people –
more efficiently. They can
also save taxpayer money
and enable doctors to
concentrate on saving lives
instead of chasing shifts
and payments.
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Financial
Wellbeing
Employers are keen to address financial
wellbeing as research shows that reducing
employees’ money worries results in
happier, healthier and more focused
staff and a more productive organisation.
Offering employees on-demand pay is
one way of tackling this.
Earnd’s on-demand pay solution offers NHS staff
a no-fee alternative to waiting anxiously for a
monthly pay cheque when unexpected expenses
crop up or when family circumstances change due
to events such as a new baby, illness, bereavement,
redundancy or relationship breakdown.
A quarter of the UK workforce experience financial
insecurity, according to the Money and Mental
Health Policy Institute. Also, Greensill analysis found
that 1.5 sick days taken per person each year are
associated with financial stress.
People with financial worries are 8.8 times more
likely to lose sleep, 7.6 times more likely to be
struggling to focus and 5.7 times more likely to have
troubled relationships with work colleagues. They are
also twice as likely to be seeking a new job. Tackling
these issues is particularly crucial for the NHS in
maintaining high quality patient care.

£70,000
of debt accrued
by graduate
doctors

On-demand pay
offers an alternative
to costly credit card debt
or short term loans which often
compound financial problems, creating a vicious
debt cycle. NHS employees account for the
highest proportion of UK payday loans, collectively
borrowing £45 million a year.
Money problems cut across all income brackets.
While low income households are particularly
vulnerable to problem debt, around 15% of the
highest income groups are also financially
over-stretched.
Doctors are not immune to financial worries. The
British Medical Association (BMA) estimated that
young doctors graduate with student debt in excess
of £70,000. Also, after graduating they face steep
ongoing costs such as General Medical Council
registration which costs £400 and training which
costs on average £500 per course.
A new BMA survey found that NHS doctors are
currently suffering high levels of exhaustion and
stress - in this context, adoption of new solutions
which reduce pay-related stress for doctors could
not come quickly enough.
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£1.73 bn
Potential NHS agency
cost savings from using
Locum’s Nest

10,000

30

Current shortage of
doctors in NHS

seconds to complete
digital timesheet

One
Just one day for
payment via
Earnd

60 days

£105

maximum wait for
locum payment
via NHS

saving by NHS for
every shift booked via
Locum’s Nest

114,000
NHS staff can access
on-demand pay via
Locum’s Nest
& Earnd
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E: Support-UK@earnd.com
One Southampton Street
London WC2 0LR
www.earnd.com

www.locumsnest.co.uk

